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This action-packed Read-Along Storybook and CD set includes four thrilling stories narrated with

sound effects and character voices: Cars, Cars 2, Air Mater, and Planes. Plus, redeem a bonus

eBook: Planes: Fire and Rescue.
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This book/ cd is wonderful! I purchased this for my twin 4 year old nephews who absolutely love



CARS and PLANES! We sat together and went thru the entire book - approximately 40 minutes.

Kept their attention the entire time. Once the story was over, they wanted to listen to/ read the book

again. They listened to/read the book 3 times in the first day. The CD is very entertaining and by the

3rd time, the boys knew when to turn the page. So great that planes and cars are in the same book.

The illustrations are colorful and the book is sturdy. I will be purchasing this for my other nephews

and friends as you cannot beat the price for the value. Very entertaining! I actually enjoyed it myself

The book was good quality. Nice heavy thick paper that should be durable for little hands. The

reason I only gave it four stars was that the narration was a little hard to follow. The person reading

spoke very quickly. I am used to the narrators for books on CD for kids speaking very slowly and

deliberately. The other reason is that it is hard for my son to find the story he wants to hear. It would

be nice if the stories had tabs so if my son wanted to hear the planes story (which is story number 4)

he could just flip right to it. As it is now he just flips the pages randomly and I have to come help him

find the first page.

Very cute book and accompanying cd. I put this on in the car (even without the book) and my two

year old son loves it! Provides a good 45 minutes of listening, and not a peep out of the backseat!

My children love to listen to these stories on the car. Around 40 minutes long, which is great given

the bad traffic.

Great gift idea!

I put this on the iPad for my son for long car rides, keeps him busy and happy!!!

this was a birthday party gift for a 3 year old that loved this McQueen video

My son listens to them over and over
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